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Abstract

Sacrifice, Retain, Expand & Integrate

Every year, the Village of Xinxing, in Hainan’s Chengmai County is threatened by tropical and severe Super 
Typhoons that are endangering any opportunities for recovery and resilience. 

How do we safeguard a rural village in the event of these natural disasters? 

What is the role of architects in light of these events? 

How does a village become resilient if they continue to be hindered by these severe storms. These questions 
became overarching issues that formed the foundation for our analysis. 

During the past 12 weeks, our Master of Architecture design studio has thoroughly investigated responses to 
provide future resilience for Xinxing Village. In order to ascertain an optimal design outcome for Xinxing’s future 
we analysed the following; existing village footprint, village fabric, agricultural extents, key landmarks, village 
architecture, surrounding landscape, flood inundation, water catchments, village culture, contemporary Chinese 
architecture and spatial syntax of the existing village. 

From our research, three main variables were identified as  critical to Xinxing’s future plan for resilience; 
- an in-depth understanding of flood inundation, 
- agricultural extents
- the existing village fabric

These variables became the framework for our design proposal. Arresting sea surges and flood waters in the 
annual event of a typhoon were considered equally important as retaining as much of the existing village; their 
culture, heritage, livelihoods and agrarian use of land. We are proposing an interdisciplinary strategy that 
involves key landscape interventions, urban transformations and architectural responses that address sea 
surges, flood inundation and village expansion. 
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Design Proposal 

Conceptual Statement 

Constant devastation from merciless typhoons have ravaged Xinxing Village and demands measures for 
safeguarding their culture and livelihood.  We believe in a pre-emptive design approach that focuses on 
permanency as opposed to short term disaster relief strategies. In-order to develop this approach, the ideas 
of sacrifice, reclamation, expansion and integration guides our design to provide future resilience to Xinxing 
village. 
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Relief, Recovery & Reconstruction = Resilience?
Proposing a once-off permanent solution for Xinxing Village
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The Xinxing Lifeline

To develop the village’s resiliency, we propose a permanent water barrier that runs across the waterfront 
of Xinxing Village providing fortification and protection. Our scheme retains and accentuates the village’s 
active connection to the sea by adapting and re-purposing the existing waterfront housing fabric to form the 
physical flood barrier. We propose a continuous link in between and through the seafront houses at a 5.0 RL 
datum (900mm higher than the highest recorded wave surge of 4.10 RL). This link we call ‘The Lifeline’ which 
demonstrates a sacrificial gesture for protection while simultaneously provides a connected walkway that 
upholds services, amenities and a platform for the village’s social needs. 

 

Lifeline Condition - Ramp, walkway forming connection and water barrier.

Houses to be re-adapted and re-purposed Lifeline as flood barrier 
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Lifeline Condition - Raised plinth for temples utilised to be flood barrier and storage for emergency relief.

Lifeline Condition - Existing house re-adapted with reinforced flood barrier wall to serve amenities and social platform for villagers

The Xinxing Lifeline

The Lifeline embraces the existing amenities and expands upon it, re-establishing a shore-front promenade 
that is immersed with character and livelihood. The Lifeline would require the re-purposing of 65 buildings of 
which they are primarily double storey concrete structures with brick infill. Non- structural walls on the second 
floor of these buildings are cleared and recycled as an infill material for the flood barrier walls. The second 
floor would be re-adapted to be teahouses, grocery stores, clinic, restaurants and other flexible functions 
while the ground floor accommodates storage for general purpose and emergency relief.  

The Lifeline is an integrated structure that defines urban space provides protection against floods, offers 
delineation, support and prosperity to  the promenade of Xinxing Village. 
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Urban Design, Context, Architectural Design and Program

The existing footprint of Xinxing village suggests a random yet unorthodox grid. Our quantitative spatial 
syntax analysis revealed that housing holds a distinct orientation to the sea, proximity to the waterfront and 
key landmark buildings. Hence our new housing additions that accommodate the relocated villagers and the 80 
new households are located on the south of the Xinxing Village on the hill to adhere with the sea proximity and 
orientation. The positioning of new housings sets up the direction of the village’s future expansion avoiding the 
need to reclaim leased and occupied farmlands. 

The Ancestral Hall is a key landmark for the village and holds cultural significance which we propose to retain. 
Our scheme involves raising the Ancestral hall, Sea Temple, Earth Temple and Confucius Temple above our 
project datum level giving these civic buildings permanence and prominence. The new public building and public 
meeting space is integrated with the Ancestral Hall re-establishing the area as the central precinct of Xinxing 
Village. 
 

We propose to develop Xinxing village to an energy and resource self-reliant village. Low head hydropower is 
introduced to act as an independent energy source in case of emergency events. The hydropower generator is 
integrated with the raised bridge, flood gate and symbolic entrance way into Xinxing Village following the ideas 
of Lifeline’s readaptation and repurposing.  In terms of waste management, biogas tanks are installed in the new 
housing additions providing solution for sewage waste and self-reliant gas connection. Sewage from existing 
houses will be diverted to the wastewater tank where it would be converted as greywater for agriculture. 

In addition to building the Lifeline that protects the housing and agriculture from flood inundation, we propose a 
landscape intervention of an aquaculture reef that safeguards and invests in the village’s fishing industry. The 
reef/breakwater is integrated to be a viewing platform for dragonboat races, network of aqua ponds and boat 
docks adding vibrancy to the waterscape.

Flood Gate/Elevated Bridge/Hydropower Generation/Village Entrance

Reinstating the Village Centre incorporating gateway, ancestral hall and new village cultural centre. 
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Reinvention of traditional craft and skills as new technologies  
and the adaption of village typology to suit 21 century resilience

To accommodate  living spaces and the need for future family expansions, our approach to the village’s housing 
design is based on the provision of permanent structural walls with flexible sub-structures, allowing the house 
to incrementally expand over time. The use of brick as building material is commonly used in Xinxing Village. 
The new housing we propose adopts this common materiality and develops it into new tectonics. The brick bond 
provides perforation on the walls for ventilation and structural slots for rafters. The construction of roofs 
and walls are thus flexible for the villagers giving them the ease of construction and customization. Enhanced 
traditional trades and skills within the village have been considered in our design not just as a design constraint 
but as a design driver. We believe this is a community issue that can be achieved with a collective effort. 

The village cultural centre follows the same idea of the provision of permanent structural walls. Structural 
columns and beams are prefabricated with slots for other structural members giving flexibility in construction. 
As a public building that delivers spaces for learning, administration and recreational needs, the space 
configuration is designed to be flexible with impermanent bifold partitions that allow the contraction and 
expansion of rooms. We propose to re-establish traditional skills and craft through the new buildings as a part 
of ensuring the long term cultural and economic independence of the village.

Evolution of housing typology

21st century reinterpretation of traditional craft skills
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For Xinxing Village to achieve future resiliency, the act of sacrifice is imperative to obtain a permanent solution 
for disaster relief. Through our design scheme, the sacrificed elements are reclaimed and integrated into the 
Lifeline that protects and enhances the livelihood of Xinxing Village. New housing and signature building is 
designed following the idea of permanency where the typologies are flexible for customisation. Our proposal is 
a strategy of respect as much as a holistic design approach, offering scope for villagers to develop own ideas 
about interstitial new works, extent of adaption, re-purposing and expansion. 

Xinxing Village Centre

New housing
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Conclusion


